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CIVIL WAR IN IRAQ 

For the last six to eight months, Iraq has been involved in what we would describe as a low-level civil 
war.  However, unless US policies there change rapidly, this conflict is likely to escalate into a full-scale civil 
war.  We still have time to take steps that will prevent an all-out civil war, and we would be happy to talk 
about these later.  But we want to concentrate in this talk on why – if such drastic changes in US policies do 
not occur – we think Iraq is currently on a trajectory towards full-scale civil war. In researching this question, 
we examined several cases from the recent past in which low-level civil wars have escalated into full-scale 
civil war, including some which are ongoing.  Among the case studies we examined were: Congo/Rwanda, 
Lebanon, Afghanistan, the former Yugoslavia, Tajikistan, and Angola.  Our case studies revealed a number of 
features in the countries that made the leap from insurgency to full-scale civil war. Not all of our case studies 
had all of these features; nevertheless these features were common to most of the case studies: 

• A lack of well-functioning government institutions.   

• A bitter insurgency.   

• Foreign intervention.   

• Oil wealth.     

• Increase in crime, including sectarian killings.   

• Government corruption.   

Unfortunately, all of these factors, which we observed in countries that had made the transition to full-scale 
civil war, are also present in Iraq. There is also one large mitigating factor as well, namely a large military 
force. But it is not at all clear that this one factor can outweigh all the pressures that point toward an 
escalating civil war in Iraq. 
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DISEASE OUTBREAK IN PHILTARIA 

We are closely monitoring the situation in Philtaria, a small and impoverished country of strategic importance 
due to its position in the region. For the last month, parts of the country have been afflicted by a mystery 
illness which medical experts haven’t been able to identify (Disease Control Center. Unidentified Disease 
Outbreak- Philtaria. 2019). We are concerned about the risk of a widespread outbreak. Our investigators, 
aided by medical experts, have so far identified two pieces of relevant information that suggest two 
possibilities: 

1. The cases of the disease have been more prominent in areas with larger mosquito populations, which 
could indicate that this is the early stages of a fularia virus outbreak. (Disease Control Center. 
Unidentified Disease Outbreak- Philtaria. 2019) However, around 50% of patients with the illness 
display symptoms that are not normally associated with fularia. Therefore we consider this to be a 
rather low probability hypothesis.  

2. 8 medical clinics in Philtaria have started selling vaccines to the pulaeva virus. To date they have sold 
8,000 vaccines. The rates of illness amongst the people who have taken the vaccine is lower than the 
general population: 0.2% compared to 3%. (Disease Control Center. Field Report- Pulaeva 
Vaccination. 2019). This level of disease reduction is what we would expect if the vaccine is effective 
for the disease in question, so we consider this to be strongly supportive evidence that the disease is 
caused by pulaeva virus.  

No other known illness fits with the description of the outbreak. Therefore, the mystery illness is likely (55-
75%) to be the pulaeva virus. 
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KIM DO-HUN 

Kim Do-hun, the older brother of North Jeoson’s leader, Kim Jae-Bong, was killed in his hotel room at the 
Casino Babylon in Macau (World Times. Kim Do Hun Found Dead in Hotel. Aug. 20, 2018). We assess that it is 
highly likely (80-90%) that Kim Do-hun was killed on the orders of his brother.  

It is almost certain (90-95% likely) that Kim Do-hun was killed by North Jeoson agents. Kim Do-hun was a clear 
nuisance to the regime and a possible threat to Jae-Bong. While not overtly political, Do-hun had contact 
with officials from other countries, and as the older brother the possibility remained that he may at some 
point make a claim on the dynasty. Furthermore, autopsy results have shown conclusively that Kim Do-hun 
died of PQ poisoning, and experts agree that only PQ would have resulted in Kim Do-hun’s symptoms. 
Recently, North Jeoson agents have used only PQ poison for killing enemies overseas. Past reports from our 
agency show a total of four assassinations of North Jeoson defectors and traitors in the last decade, all of 
whom were poisoned with PQ. These reports have been extensively verified, including by our international 
partner agencies. While it needs to be injected, PQ is highly effective: it’s very transportable, relatively easy 
to produce, and fast-acting. Only immediate medical treatment will save a victim’s life. This has made it 
North Jeoson agents’ weapon of choice in recent years (Global Intelligence Services. North Jeoson and Kim 
Do-Hun Investigation, 2019. Unclassified). 

If Do-hun was killed by the North Jeoson regime, then we are extremely confident (90-95%) that it could only 
have been carried out at the behest of the ruler, Kim Jae-Bong. All experts agree that the younger Kim has 
complete control over North Jeoson and runs it with a very tight fist. No North Jeosonian official would run 
the risk of ordering an assassination without explicit approval from Kim Jae-Bong. High-ranking defectors 
from North Jeoson report that Kim Jae-Bong is easily angered by unsanctioned action on any matter of 
importance (Global Intelligence Services. North Jeoson and Kim Do-Hun Investigation, 2019. Unclassified).  
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LFG PLANNING ATTACK ON ABADDON MILITARY BASE 

Assessment: It is highly probable (80-95%) that the LFG insurgency group is planning to attack the Abaddon 
Military Base.  

The LFG are clearly planning an attack in the Quazar region in the near future. Our agents on the ground 
report a clear influx of men of fighting age into the LFG stronghold city of Puktragar. (Special Operations 
Brigade. Tactical Intelligence Report #547OP, 2019. Classified.) Furthermore, imagery from surveillance 
drones also shows approximately 40% more people at a nearby training camp. At this time of year there is no 
other explanation for this build-up, and our agents don’t report any event or activity that would explain it.  

Furthermore, our surveillance of the digital communication of the Dreger criminal organisation confirms that 
the gang has been selling weapons, including RPGs and grenades, to the LFG. Recently intercepted ZeeChat 
communication between the groups shows that the LFG is purchasing drastically more munitions than they 
have previously. This arrangement with the Dreger gang has also been verified with our informant within the 
gang, and to date his information has generally proved to be correct. (Signals Intelligence Bureau. Dreger 
Gang Intercepts. Classified 2019; Special Operations Brigade. Informant 254 Report, 2019. Classified.) 

Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, our assets in the regional villages and towns report that the LFG 
contacts are increasing active intel collection, collecting intel on our military bases in the area and on our 
recent operations, and reinforcing their connections with the local people.  

Thus, our assessment is that it is highly likely (90-95%) that the LFG is planning an attack in the Quazar region.  

As for the actual target, there are 3 military bases in the Quazar region: Abaddon, Orlando, and Damour. 
There are no other targets of strategic importance. Abaddon and Orlando are the closest bases to the LFG 
city of Puktrager, and as such are the most heavily fortified, but also the most strategically important. 
Furthermore, a recently recruited informant (Special Operations Brigade. Informant 213 Report, 2019. 
Classified.) claims that Damour is not a top priority for the LFG, so it appears that their current strategic 
planning is not to attack Damour anytime soon. The open terrain surrounding Orlando would make any 
assault extremely costly. Additionally, attacking Orlando would require crossing territory held by the warlord 
Brion Ruikzer, who regards the LFG with great suspicion, and there have been minor firefights between LFG 
scouting parties and Ruikzer’s men. Even with the influx of men, it is hard to imagine that the LFG would have 
the strength to mount more than one major attack, and so far the LFG has proved to be a very cautious 
adversary (Special Operations Brigade. Tactical Assessment 45A - Orlando, 2019. Classified.). Given these 
considerations, we therefore believe that if an attack is carried out, it is close to certain (90-95%) that 
Abaddon will be the target.  

Thus, our primary finding is that it is highly probable (80-95%) that the LFG insurgency group is planning to 
attack the Abaddon Military Base.  

As an aside, while we lack the information required to determine when the LFG will be able to carry out their 
plan, or if anything is likely to interfere with it, recent analysis suggests that it is extremely unlikely that the 
LFG will abandon any planned attack because it is abundantly clear that a quick victory is required to boost 
the morale of their supporters and revive their PR campaign to attract more support. (LFG Strategic 
Assessment, #6757, 2019, Classified). 
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RECOMMENDATION TO DENY PASSPORT FOR DYLAN WEINHOLT 

From: Director, Antipodean Security Organisation 
To: Minister for Foreign Affairs, Antipodes 
Subject: Recommendation to Deny Passport for Dylan Wienholt 

The applicable legislation cites that the Minister for Foreign Affairs has the power to cancel or to deny a 
passport based on a recommendation form a Competent Authority. The ASO is a Competent Authority. A 
Competent Authority can reccomend cancellation or to deny if it suspects and has reasonable grounds that a 
person would be likely to engage in conduct contrary to security, or might infringe Antipodean law when a 
person is overseas.  

The ASO recommends that the Minister deny Dylan Weinholt’s application for a passport, on the grounds 
diseminated below.  

The ASO suspects Dylan John Weinholt, DOB 12/4/98, likely to engage conduct contrary to security outside 
the Antipodes. The ASO has been undertaking monitoring on Weinholt for 10 months. (Antipodean Security 
Office. Investigation #5687CT- subject: Weinholt. Classified.)  

1. Weinholt has become  radicalised in the International Cryptocurrency Union, a group intent to replace all 
major currencies around the world with distributed cryptocurrency - their own currency Randanium. They 
conceive of this as a crucial step toward a worldwide Anarcho-Libertarianism where all forms of Government 
have been terminated. Their strategy for terminating major currencies is to use cyber-warfare - hacking- to 
disrupt he software systems maintaining of existing currencies. The ASO has currently two undercover assets 
in the union, and monitors communications of union members.  

• Weinholt is an active member of the Antipodean branch of the International 
Cryptocurrency Union, and he attends weekly gatherings and is participating in their 
forum on the Dark Web 

• Rules of the International Cryptocurrency Union require the members to have a 
signed agreement to the union objectives with a number members as witnesses. 
(Antipodean Security Office. Investigation #5687CT- subject Weinholt. Classified.)  

2. Weinholt intends to travel overseas to coordinate a cyber warfare assault on all the major currencies. 

• Our assets in the union have reported to us the the leaders of the branch have 
agreed that to evade the possible occurrence of eavesdropping by security services, 
critical planning for global cyber strike on major currencies needs to be conducted in 
“face-to-face” meetings. Weinholt has been given this role, this is because, as a 
relatively new member and somebody who has not travelled to other countries, he 
has the most capacity to fly “under the radar.” (Antipodean Security Office. 
Investigation #5687CT- subject Weinholt. Classified.)  

3. Wienholt has been arranging to meet with people in the US, Ukraine, Montenegro. (Antipodean Security 
Office. Investigation #5687CT- subject Weinholt. Classified.) We have extensive knowledge  of Weinholt’s 
background and we can find no plausible explanation for this travel plan except  pursuing the agenda 
stipulated above. 
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